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Preface

it is to John Bright (1908–1995) that i owe my first real exposure to the 
demanding task of recovering and recounting the historical context of the 
old testament. in 1971 he served as my advisor for a master’s-level thesis 
on the Zion psalms. He was the first to make me fully appreciate that the 
map offered by the Bible by no means represents the actual territory of 
history. His guidance concerning the range and interpretation of primary 
sources and his insistence on rigorous and logically defensible methodol-
ogy proved to be invaluable for my later scholarship and teaching. William 
H. Hallo, in a 1980 summer seminar sponsored by national endowment 
for the Humanities, introduced me to the riches of mesopotamian history 
and culture and to his comparative method, which coordinates source doc-
uments and the Bible. With an understanding that both the conclusions 
and the flaws of this present work are entirely my own, it is dedicated to 
these two sages.
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